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Youngstown State University Classroom Safety and Health Protocols

- Faculty using classroom technology such as computers should sanitize the keyboard, mouse etc. prior to use
- Faculty who utilize white boards must bring their own markers and not share common writing utensils
- Group activity is often an important element of classroom instruction. While group activity can still occur 6 feet of social distancing is required between students.
- Instructor/student office hour meetings should take place remotely/virtually whenever possible

Student Safety Procedures

- Students must always follow the YSU Safety and Health Guidelines while on campus and attending class
- Students are not allowed entry into the classroom without a face covering
- Students must wash their hands frequently in between classes and use hand sanitizer as needed
- To limit chances of transmission, no eating allowed in the classrooms. Only drinks with sealable containers can be used in class (eg. water bottle with lid)
- Student should not congregate in classroom/hall-way areas between or during class
- Avoid lending/borrowing supplies from other students
- If you must cough or sneeze be sure to cover your mouth even with a mask on, using your arm at the elbow joint
- Each person entering the classroom needs to scan into the location using the posted QR Scan Code